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Context: countermeasures
Hardware Software

Masking *** ***
Hiding (dual-rail) *** few works!

Problems of masking in software
• Lots of entropy (not available on resource-constrained devices)

• Structural vulnerability: existence high-order attacks

Dual-rail in software: opportunities
•No need for entropy

• Provable correction of leakage-free (with a finite number of phys-
ical hypotheses, to do by pre-characterization)

State-of-the-art about dual-rail in hardware [DGBN09]
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State-of-the-art: mixed HW/SW, e.g., dual-rail instruc-
tion set [CSS13]
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An example of Virtual Secure Circuit (VSC):

(a) KeyAddition and SubBytes operations in C code;

(b) Compiled assembly code;

(c) Converted VSC assembly code.

Pure software dual-rail: design flow

DPL: Dual-Rail with Precharge

Macro for Boolean operation op
r1 ← r0 mov r1 r0
r1 ← a mov r1 a
r1 ← r1 ∧ 3 and r1 r1 #3
r1 ← r1� 1 shl r1 r1 #1
r1 ← r1� 1 shl r1 r1 #1
r2 ← r0 mov r2 r0
r2 ← b mov r2 b
r2 ← r2 ∧ 3 and r2 r2 #3
r1 ← r1 ∨ r2 orr r1 r1 r2
r3 ← r0 mov r3 r0
r3 ← op[r1] mov r3 !r1,op
d ← r0 mov d r0
d ← r3 mov d r3

Leakage analysis (physical part)

Verifications:
- indistinguishable resources
- for data and addresses

Tools:
- profiling
- linear regression

Stochastic characterization [SLP05] of every bit in a general purpose CPU.

Leakage analysis (formal part)

Verification:

•Leakage: Hamming distance of values, should be constant
• Symbolic execution to check this constantness property

Cost on PRESENT [BKL+07] case-study
cycle count code size∗ RAM words∗

state-of-the-art 11342 1000 18
bitsliced 6473 1194 144

DPL protected 182572 2674 192

* The state-of-the-art code size and RAM words are given for encryption + decryption,
while ours are for encryption only. Code size and RAM words are given in bytes.

Optimizations (still with formal proof of correction)
• The existence of non-sensitive signals (e.g., the selection of key size); or loop counters;

• The limited data range of some variables, that makes some parts of the code use constant variables;

• The possibility to go from one macro to the other through register, thereby saving time from the mem-
ory transfers;

• The possibility to merge instructions given certain patterns;

• The use of architecture-specific intructions not included in our abstractASM.
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